Since Janet wrote about dissociation in the early 1900s, the relationship between traumatic stress and dissociation has been discussed and debated in the fields of psychology and psychiatry. In the last 25 years, research has been conducted that allows empirical examination of this relationship and the question of how dissociative symptoms are related to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). After defining the types of dissociative experiences that are considered most relevant to PTSD, we present a comprehensive and systematic review of research addressing the relationship between dissociation and traumatic stress; the rise in dissociation after traumatic stress and its subsequent decline over time; the relationship between dissociation and symptoms of PTSD in nonclinical, clinical, and PTSD samples; the conditional probability of high PTSD symptoms when dissociation level is high; the relationships among dissociation and re-experiencing, avoidance, and hyperarousal symptoms of PTSD; and biological studies of disso ciation in PTSD.
The idea that dissociation could be a psychological response to traumatic stress has been discussed in the literature for over a century (Putnam, 1985; Spiegel & Cardeña, 1990; Spiegel, 1986; van der Kolk, Brown, & van der Hart, 1989) , but the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) diagnostic criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) includes only two of many symptoms that are considered dissociative (lack of recall of an important aspect of the trauma and behavioral or emotional re-experiencing). This may have been the result of the fact that relatively little empirical work that focused on dissociative symptoms in response to traumatic stress had been published when the DSM-IV and International Classification of Diseases-10 (ICD-10) were developed. It was not until publication of dissociation measures in the late 1980s (Bernstein & Putnam, 1986; Briere & Runtz, 1987 ) that studies of the relationship of dissociative symptoms to traumatic stress began to appear. In 1999, a review of the first 12 years of research on trauma, dissociation, and PTSD concluded that there are fairly strong relation ships between dissociation and trauma and between dissociation and PTSD (Gershuny & Thayer, 1999) . In 2012, as the revision of ICD began and revisions to the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria were considered, another 12 years of empirical work is now available to inform questions about how dissociation relates to traumatic stress and to PTSD symptoms. After briefly describing the domains of dissociation that are most relevant to traumatic stress, we present a comprehensive review of empirical work that addresses major questions about dissociation and traumatic stress. The review provides a basis for consideration of theoretical models for the relationship between trauma and dissociative symptoms and for recommendations about their inclusion in the diagnostic criteria for PTSD, which is presented in Part II of this article . amenable to such access or control; or (3) a sense of experiential disconnectedness that may include distortions in perceptions about the self or the environment (Cardeña & Carlson, 2011) . Experi ences that are described as dissociative span a wide range, from mild and relatively benign lapses in awareness that occur in everyday life to severe identity dissociation that occurs almost exclusively in those with dissociative disorders. In those with PTSD or complex PTSD, dissociation is typically manifested in mild or moderately severe forms that are disruptive, but not as extreme or pervasive as in those with dissociative disorders (Gin zburg, Butler, Saltzman, & Koopman, 2009; Steele, van der Hart, & Nijenhuis, 2009; Waelde, Silvern, Carlson, Fairbank, & Kletter, 2009 ). For example, in PTSD, there may be distortions in percep tions about the self, but not complete identity dissociation as in Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID).
Common symptoms in those with PTSD in the domain of loss of continuity with intrusions include intrusions of trauma-related affect, cognition, images, sensory perceptions, or behavior into daily life (also referred to as dissociative re-experiencing). Disso ciative re-experiencing includes a range of sensory and perceptual experiences in which elements of past threatening situations are experienced in the present. Dissociative re-experiencing symptoms can be very brief and intense, such as a momentary, trauma-related misperception of some environmental sensory stimulus. For ex ample, a person with past exposure to combat trauma may hear a car backfire and momentarily misperceive the sound as gunfire. Symptoms that fall into the domain of inability to access or control mental functions include disruptive gaps in awareness or memory. Gaps in awareness are experienced as blanking out or losing track of what is going on around one. Common symptoms for trauma survivors of experiential disconnectedness or distortions in per ceptions of the self or environment include derealization and depersonalization. Derealization refers to distortions in perceptions of objects, events, or one's surroundings. People experiencing derealization may feel that the environment around them seems "unreal" or perceive themselves as disconnected from activities going on around them as if they were watching a movie. Deper sonalization refers to distortions in perceptions of the self, parts of the body, or one's sense of agency. A person experiencing deper sonalization may feel strange or disconnected from his or her body or may report that a normal sense of agency in behavior is missing or distorted.
Some relatively mild dissociative experiences, such as brief gaps in awareness, experiences of imaginative involvement, and experiences of intense absorption occur in those with various diagnoses and in those with no psychiatric disorders. Because of high-base rates for occasional occurrence of these dissociative experiences, they are often considered "normal" or "nonpathologi cal." However, as Dalenberg and Paulson (2009) discuss, a high frequency of normal dissociation predict the presence of patholog ical diagnoses. Benign behaviors or experiences are commonly included in diagnostic criteria when they occur at extremely high rates and are disruptive to functioning, such as hand washing behaviors in obsessive-compulsive disorder. For this reason, we did not limit the review to research on "pathological" dissociation.
Peritraumatic dissociative (periTD) experiences do not appear to be appropriate for inclusion in the criteria for PTSD because, unlike the other symptoms included, they occur at a specific time in the past. They are also distinct phenomenologically from current dissociation symptoms. PeriTD is assessed in the vast majority of studies by the Peritraumatic Dissociative Experiences Question naire and operationalized as dissociation at the time of trauma and immediately afterward (Marmar, Metzler, & Otte, 2004) . The difference in phenomenology of periTD and persisting dissociation symptoms is apparent in the relatively small observed empirical relationship between the two (e.g., r = .25; Tichenor, Marmar, Weiss, Metzler, & Ronfeldt, 1996) . Furthermore, retrospective reports of periTD that are not collected very soon after trauma have been found to be unstable and strongly influenced by psy chological symptoms at the time of measurement. In a prospective study of traumatically injured patients, retrospective reports of periTD among those who developed PTSD showed low, nonsig nificant correlations with reports of periTD made soon after the event (David, Akerib, Gaston, & Brunet, 2010) . In other words, reports about periTD were changing over time for those with PTSD. A loss of confidence in the clinical importance of peritrau matic responses is also reflected in the fact that the proposed diagnostic criteria for PTSD for DSM-IV no longer include Crite rion A2, which specifies peritraumatic responses (Friedman, Resick, Bryant, & Brewin, 2010; Phillips, 2009 ).
Empirical Questions and Findings Related to Dissociation and Trauma
This review presents the results of the most rigorous research from the past 24 years that addresses questions about the relation ship between traumatic stress and dissociation. Studies were lo cated by searching the Medline, PsycInfo, and PILOTS databases for the years 1986 (the year of publication of the first published measure of dissociation) to 2011. For Medline and PsycInfo, we searched for keywords using the combination "dissociative or dissociation" and "trauma or traumatic or child abuse or sexual abuse or disaster or catastrophe." For PILOTS, only dissociative or dissociation was used because all records in the PILOTS database relate to traumatic stress. We included only those studies that used a validated measure of dissociation. Studies included also either sampled a population exposed to a known traumatic stressor or used a validated measure of PTSD, a validated measure of trauma exposure, or a detailed, behaviorally specific set of items to assess exposure to particular potentially traumatic experiences. To observe the relationship among trauma exposure, PTSD, and dis sociation, it was important that study samples not be selected based on any variable highly likely to be associated with trauma severity, PTSD, or dissociation. For this reason, we did not include studies that only sampled people seeking treatment for a trauma-related disorder (e.g., Acute Stress Disorder, PTSD, and any dissociative disorder) or studies that sampled only people exposed to a stressor that is so extreme that there is little variance in response (e.g., torture victims, prisoners of war). Studies were included of "un selected" samples of various populations that are heterogenous in their exposure to trauma and their levels of PTSD and dissociation (e.g., general population, community, students, psychiatric inpa tients, psychiatric outpatients, veterans, and substance abuse pa tients). We also included samples of people with known exposure to particular traumatic stressors (e.g., hospitalized for accidental injuries, refugees, and disaster victims) so long as the sample was not selected by some variable that would effectively limit the heterogeneity of the sample in respect to trauma exposure, PTSD, or dissociation. Studies were excluded if they included fewer than 30 subjects. Most of the findings presented were published in peer-reviewed journals, but when no published studies address particular questions, we also report new analyses of data from published studies and analyses of recently collected, not yet pub lished data.
Questions 1 and 2: Does Dissociation Relate to
Trauma Exposure and Trauma Severity?
Research relevant to this question falls into three categories: (1) research on dissociation symptoms in various diagnostic groups, (2) research on the relationship between trauma exposure and dissociation, and (3) research on the relationship between dissoci ation and trauma severity.
Dissociation in Trauma-Related Diagnoses
If dissociation relates to trauma exposure and severity, then dissociative symptoms should be more frequent in those with trauma-related psychiatric diagnoses. Figure 1 shows means and 95% confidence intervals for nine diagnostic categories or disor ders and two general population samples from a collaborative study including over 1,500 participants (Carlson & Putnam, 1993) . Marked elevations in dissociation were observed in PTSD, DID, and other dissociative disorders, which are all described as having trauma etiologies in DSM-IV and are all categorized as stressrelated disorders in ICD-10. Similarly, the work group responsible for PTSD and dissociative disorders for DSM-IV is considering the possibility of creating a new category of disorders that includes adjustment disorder, PTSD, and dissociative disorders (Phillips, 2009) .
Dissociation occurring in the context of dissociative disorders has been related to trauma exposure in virtually all major theoret ical writings on dissociative disorders (e.g., Dell, 2009; Putnam, 1985; Spiegel & Cardeña, 1991; Spiegel, 1984) . Research address ing this question directly is rare because of the low base rate for dissociative disorders and the absence of dissociation measures in typical psychiatric admissions batteries. Furthermore, studies of patients in trauma-specific dissociative disorder programs are problematic to interpret because they may have a positive bias in reports of trauma exposure. One study, however, sampled consec utive admissions to an inner-city hospital-based psychiatric clinic and found that 71% of patients with a dissociative disorder re ported a childhood physical abuse history, and 75% reported a childhood sexual abuse history, compared with 29 and 28%, re spectively, in patients without a dissociative disorder diagnosis (Odds ratios [OR] 5.86 and 7.87, p values > .001) (Foote, Smolin, Kaplan, Legatt, & Lipschitz, 2006) . We also conducted analyses of reports of any type of childhood abuse in a carefully assessed, large, unselected sample of psychiatric inpatients (Carlson et al., 2001) . Of those with no dissociative disorder, 73% reported some type of childhood abuse, compared with 98% of those with a dissociative disorder (OR 20.6, p < .0001). These findings support the conclusion that dissociation in those with dissociative disorders is indeed associated with trauma exposure.
Dissociation and Trauma Exposure
Many studies have investigated whether level of dissociation is associated with exposure to trauma. Table 1 shows means and standard deviations for trauma exposure and control groups and Cohen's d values for effect size (when data were available to calculate d). The studies shown used a variety of measures of dissociation and studied a wide variety of trauma types in non clinical and clinical samples. Mean differences and effect sizes were significant for all and ranged from moderate to very large (M = 0.67). Differences in effect sizes are likely because of variations in severity of trauma across trauma types or in the range of trauma severity and dissociation across samples, to time elapsed since trauma exposure, to differences in the rigor of study meth ods, and to differences across measures in the representation of different types of dissociation. Elevated dissociation has also been found in samples of refugees (Carlson & Rosser-Hogan, 1991) , people seeking support after violent homicides of loved ones (Rynearson & McCreery, 1993) , and in battered women (Weaver & Clum, 1996) .
Dissociation and Trauma Severity
Research findings in a wide variety of clinical and nonclinical populations on the relationship between level of dissociation and level of trauma severity or frequency is shown in Table 2 . Varia tion in effect sizes across studies is likely because of the type of traumatic stressor studied, the range of frequency and/or severity of trauma exposure in the sample studied, and the capacity of the measures used to accurately quantify trauma exposure. Correla tions are also provided in Table 2 for the relationship between trauma and PTSD symptoms when available. Notably, in the studies that included both dissociation and PTSD, the average sizes of the relationships between dissociation and trauma severity or frequency weighted by sample size (.36) are comparable with those between trauma severity or frequency and PTSD symptoms (.39).
To examine the specificity of the relationship between trauma and dissociation, we calculated the partial correlation between violent child sexual abuse and dissociation while controlling for general distress (assessed by the SCL-90R Global Severity Index) in an unselected sample of psychiatric inpatients, and the relation ship remained moderately strong (r = .42) (Carlson et al., 2001) . Similarly, the partial correlation between violent child physical abuse and dissociation remained moderately strong (r = .36) after controlling for general distress. In this study, it does not appear that the relationship between trauma and dissociation can be accounted for by overall distress alone. This finding is consistent with a conceptualization of dissociation as a response that is specific to trauma exposure, rather than a general response to distress.
Question 3: What Is the Pattern of Dissociation Levels Over Time After Trauma Exposure?
A few studies have assessed dissociation levels prospectively in recent trauma survivors. Times of assessment, mean or median dissociation levels, statistical tests, and significance for three studies are shown in Table 3 . After sexual and physical assault (Dancu, Riggs, Hearst-Ikeda, Foa, & Shoyer, 1996) , earthquake (Cardeña & Spiegel, 1993) , and traumatic injury of self of a close family member , the frequency of dissocia tive experiences was observed to gradually decline in the weeks and months after exposure. In addition, Halligan, Michael, Clark, and Ehlers (2003) studied persistent dissociation at 3 months in a group of 81 victims of sexual or physical assault and found significantly higher dissociation (M = 72.1, SD = 27.1) for those who had current PTSD compared with those who had PTSD 1 month after the event (M = 47.3, SD = 29.0) and those who did not have PTSD at either time (M = 24.1, SD = 13.0) [F(2, 73) = 28.84, p < .0005]. Although we know of no studies that have assessed dissociation levels before and after trauma exposure, it is possible to examine whether levels of dissociation soon after exposure to a traumatic stressor are elevated compared with norms. Applying a definition of elevation of 1.5 SDs above the mean for adults from a community sample who report no prior exposure to potentially traumatic events , 40% of partic ipants in the sample exposed to traumatic injury of self or a close family member within the past 2 weeks reported elevated levels of dissociation . From these studies, it appears that a prototypical pattern of dissociative symptoms over time is a sharp rise in symptoms immediately after trauma exposure followed by a gradual decline. For a minority, dissociation levels remain high for months or years.
Questions 4 and 5: Does Dissociation Level Relate to Presence of PTSD and Severity of PTSD?
Level of dissociative symptoms has also been studied in samples of participants who were all exposed to traumatic stress. Given that trauma is strongly related to dissociation (as described above), we would expect the presence and severity of PTSD to relate to dissoci ation in such samples, although the restricted range of PTSD symp toms may cause lower correlations.
To investigate the association of PTSD diagnosis with level of dissociation, many studies have included comparisons of dissociation level in trauma-exposed participants with PTSD to trauma-exposed participants without PTSD. In 11 of 13 studies (shown in Table 4 ), dissociation levels were significantly higher in those with PTSD. Statistical significance and larger effect sizes were observed in the analyses of samples with higher variances in trauma exposure and dissociation. The two studies that found no significant difference both had a relatively small number of subjects (40 and 48) and insufficient power to detect a medium or low effect size. It seems, then, that PTSD diagnosis is generally associated with higher levels of dissociation, even in samples of persons who were all trauma-exposed. Dissociative experiences have been correlated with PTSD symptoms in a variety of clinical and nonclinical samples. As can be seen in Table 5 , correlation strengths range from moderate to very strong, with the highest correlations in nonclinical samples with high variance in PTSD symptom frequency. To confirm that correlations between dissociation and PTSD were not inflated by overlap in symptoms, we calculated the correlations without PTSD symptoms that are considered dissociative (behavioral reexperiencing and gaps in memory) in two of the datasets. In the data from three time points after traumatic injury, correlations were essentially unchanged (from 0.70 to 0.71 at 2 to 14 days postinjury, from 0.73 to 0.72 at 9 to 21 days postinjury, and from 0.84 to 0.80 at 2 months postinjury) . In a community sample of adults with a wide range of past trauma exposure levels, the correlation were also unchanged . Figure 2 provides evidence that the size of the correlation between dissociation and PTSD is not being distorted by a small subset of participants with extremely high scores. In six samples, including one sample making real-time ratings, the rela tionship between dissociation and PTSD can be seen across a wide range for both variables.
One study has investigated the relationship between dissoci ation and PTSD symptoms in real time after trauma exposure. In a study of recently injured, hospitalized patients and family members of injured, hospitalized patients (Carlson & Dalen berg, 2009 ), dissociation and PTSD symptoms were assessed every 4 hr during waking hours over 7 days. For 1,018 assess ments in 62 injured patients and family members, dissociation and PTSD symptoms (not including behavioral re-experiencing and gaps in memory) were strongly correlated r = .84 ( p < .0001). Correlations between the 17 DSM-IV symptoms for PTSD and 10 dissociation symptoms all correlated positively, ranging from 0.2 to 0.724 with an average correlation of 0.44 (SD = .084). In addition, analyses of the internal consistency of experiences of dissociative and PTSD symptoms showed very high consistency for all PTSD and dissociation items together. The Cronbach's a value was 0.93 for the PTSD items alone, and 0.92 for dissociation items alone, and 0.96 for PTSD and dissociation items together . In "real time," then, symptoms of dissociation and PTSD seem to be highly associated, just as they are in retrospective reports that summa rize longer periods of time.
It is also worth noting that symptoms of dissociation and PTSD appear to move together during treatment. In a sample of 174 patients treated in an outpatient clinic specializing in treatment of traumatic stress, change in dissociation was significantly related to change in PTSD over the course of treatment (Lynch, Forman, Mendelsohn, & Herman, 2008) . This is particularly notable be cause constriction of the range of both variables in this fairly homogenous sample makes detecting this relationship fairly diffi cult. This evidence that dissociation and PTSD symptoms changed together during treatment is strong support for the case that the two sets of symptoms are psychologically and phenomenologically related. 
M-PTSD
Note. References included in Online Supplemental Material. TDS = Traumatic Dissociation Scale ); DES = Dissociative Experiences Scale; MDI = Multidimensional Dissociation Inventory (Briere, 2002) ; M-PTSD = Mississippi Scale for Combat-Related PTSD (Keane, Caddell, & Taylor, 1988) ; SASRQ = Stanford Acute Stress Reaction Questionnaire (Cardeña & Spiegel, 1989) ; SDQ = State Dissociation Questionnaire (Murray et al., 2002) ; HSCL-D = Dissociation Subscale added to Hopkins Symptom Checklist (Briere & Runtz, 1990) ; TDQ = Trait Dissociation Questionnaire (Murray et al., 2002) . * significant correlation, p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001. Lowest possible score for PTSD symptoms is 17) , psychiatric inpatients reporting trauma exposure (N = 121) (Carlson et al., 2001) , recent trauma survivors (N = 149) ), community adults (N = 342) , Iraqi police recruits (n = 298), and recent trauma survivors (1,018 ratings by 62 persons) . References included in Online Supplemental Material.
Question 6: Does the Presence of High Dissociation Raise the Probability of the Presence of PTSD Symptoms at High Levels of Severity?
Another important question about dissociation and PTSD symp toms is whether the presence of high dissociation is associated with a higher probability of high PTSD symptoms. In an adult community sample, 71% of those with high dissociation had high levels of re-experiencing symptoms, while 33% of those with low dissociation had high levels of re-experiencing symp toms Carlson, 2009). Brewin, Andrews, Rose, and Kirk (1999) studied 157 crime victims and found that those with dissociative symptoms (meeting criteria for Acute Stress Disorder within 1 month of the event) scored more than twice as high on two measures of PTSD as those who did not meet criteria for Acute Stress Disorder. Similarly, in a nonclinical general population sample, 89% of those with elevated disso ciation [>1.5 SDs above the mean] had elevated levels of PTSD symptoms (>1.5 SDs above the mean), while 22% of those with low dissociation had elevated levels of PTSD symptoms (Carl son & Dalenberg, 2009) .
Studies using taxometric procedures to identify a dissociative taxon in PTSD are also relevant to the question of whether high dissociation raises the probability that PTSD symptoms will also be at high levels. Taxometric studies use statistical meth ods to examine whether the phenomenology of particular symp toms or experiences (e.g., particular dissociative experiences) tends to be continuous or dimensional (endorsed across indi viduals at many points along a dimension of frequency or severity) or discontinuous (endorsed across individuals as either present or absent). Several studies have examined or applied a pathological dissociation taxon represented by eight Dissocia tive Experiences Scale (DES) items that distinguished patients with DID patients from adults in a nonclinical sample (Waller, Putnam, & Carlson, 1996) . However, this pathological dissoci ation taxon represents experiences of severe identity dissocia tion and major gaps in awareness and memory, which are not the most common type of dissociative experiences observed in those with PTSD. This pathological dissociation taxon is found largely in those with severe dissociative disorders and less frequently in those with less severe dissociative disorders or PTSD (Simeon, Knutelska, Nelson, Guralnik, & Schmeidler, 2003; Waller et al., 1996) .
One study that is more relevant to the question of whether high dissociation raises the probability of high PTSD symptoms inves tigated the possibility of a dissociation taxon using a wider range of dissociative experiences as indices. In this study, taxometric procedures were used to analyze dissociation subscales and items to determine if they were indicators of a dissociation taxon. In an epidemiological sample of Vietnam veterans, Waelde, Silvern, and Fairbank (2005) found that 30 of 316 (32% of those diagnosed with PTSD) were taxon positive. Those who were taxon-positive were not only more likely to have PTSD (80%, compared with 18.2% of those who were taxon-negative), but also were more likely to be diagnosed with Dysthymia or Major Depression. Taxon-positive veterans also experienced a more severe form of PTSD, as suggested by much higher means on two PTSD mea sures. While no other studies have used taxometric procedures to identify a dissociative taxon, two studies that conducted taxometric analyses on indices of PTSD to investigate whether responses to traumatic stress are taxonic concluded that PTSD symptoms ap pear to be dimensional, rather than taxonic. (Forbes, Haslam, Williams, & Creamer, 2005; Ruscio, Ruscio, & Keane, 2002) . Since it is possible for a taxon to be defined by dissociative symptoms and not appear in taxonic analyses of PTSD symptoms, the two studies of a PTSD taxon based on PTSD symptoms are not evidence for or against a dissociative taxon. Therefore, the single study focused on dissociation does support the premise that the presence of high dissociation raises the probability of the presence of PTSD. If dissociation symptoms are an important aspect of the response to trauma, then dissociative symptoms should relate as strongly to the DSM-IV symptom clusters of PTSD as the clusters relate to one another. To investigate this question, we examined data from three different studies of traumatic stress experiences and responses. In a general population sample ), a sample of homeless veterans (Carlson & Garvert, 2010) , and a sample of traumatically in jured hospital patients . In these samples, intercorrelations among the re-experiencing, avoid ance, and hyperarousal clusters ranged from 0.64 to 0.79. Dissociation and the PTSD symptom clusters (re-experiencing, avoidance, and hyperarousal) were also very strongly related with correlations of comparable magnitude, ranging from 0.64 to 0.77. It seems, then, that dissociative symptoms do have the same strength of relationship to the three PTSD symptom clusters as they have to one another.
Findings from a study that assessed new diagnoses in traumatically injured hospital patients 1 year after the injury shed light on the question of how dissociation symptoms relate to posttrauma diagnosis (Bryant, O'Donnell, Creamer, & McFarlane, 2011) . Of those who developed disorders other than PTSD, 33% met criteria for reexperiencing, 63% met criteria for avoidance, and 73% met criteria for hyperarousal. When individual symptoms were examined, only the dissociative symptoms (behavioral re-experiencing and gaps in memory) were distinctively characteristic of PTSD. All other PTSD symptoms were elevated in those with other disorders compared with those with no disorder. A large number of studies have examined biological aspects of PTSD, including psychophysiological studies, neuroendocrine studies, and studies of brain structure and function, but relatively few studies have investigated how biological variables relate to dissociative symptoms or states. Psychophysiological studies of dissociation measuring heart rate or startle responses to loud sounds have not been conclusive, but there is some indication that dissociation may be associated with a distinctive physiological response (Ebner-Priemer et al., 2005; Halligan, Michael, Wilhelm, Clark, & Ehlers, 2006; Koopman et al., 2004) . Increases in salivary cortisol in response to a stressor was positively related to disso ciative symptoms in two studies (Giesbrecht, Smeets, Merck elbach, & Jelicic, 2007; Powers et al., 2006) , but were negatively related in a third study (Simeon, Yehuda, Knutelska, & Schmeidler, 2008) . A small number of neuroimaging studies in samples of persons with PTSD have found dissociation in response to trauma reminders is associated with increased activity in the brain region associated with inhibition and emotion regulation (Lanius et al., 2010) .
Conclusion
This systematic, comprehensive review of the empirical litera ture from the past 25 years provided clear and consistent evidence that: (1) Dissociation is moderately related to trauma exposure and severity; (2) dissociation symptoms rise sharply immediately after trauma exposure, then gradually decline for most, but stay high for some; (3) dissociation is clearly, consistently, and very strongly related to the presence and severity of DSM-IV PTSD symptoms; (4) the presence of high dissociation raises the probability of the presence and high levels of PTSD symptoms; and (5) dissociative symptoms relate as strongly to the three PTSD symptom clusters as they do to one another. These conclusions can provide the basis for consideration of various models of the causal relationships among traumatic stress, dissociation, and PTSD and recommen dations about diagnostic criteria for PTSD.
